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Jack’s lips grew into a soft smile. He had finally succeeded in achieving the First-grade ultimate godlevel. 

The moment he broke through, however, he seemed to have been transported to a dark world. One 

after another, balls of light floated before him before they disappeared thousand of miles away like 

meteorites. 

This scene lasted a mere second or two before it vanished. 

 

A strong wave of fluctuation dispersed from Jack’s body and caused the surrounding area to tremble. 

 

Jack managed to tame the strong wave of fluctuation. Anyone else would have wondered if such a 

strong fluctuation even occurred if they did not feel the strength of it. 

 

Simultaneously, Jack opened his eyes and slowly stood up, bearing a different temperament. He even 

gave off a fey-like, sprightly feeling to everyone. 

 

“He succeeded! He must’ve succeeded! He’s so fast that he’s succeeded in less than four days!” Daniella 

almost jumped up in excitement when she saw Jack’s smile. 

 

Jack smiled indifferently. He knew that this was mainly because the martial art technique was slightly 

difficult. It was a complex technique to be practiced and required many veins. Otherwise, he would have 

succeeded earlier. 

 

Regardless, since this martial art technique was such a complex one, this only meant that this martial art 

technique was a very high-leveled technique and a good one to boot. 

 

“Honey, how are you? Father and the others are still training. It looks like they still require another day 

or two.” Selena also walked up to him and smiled gently before she continued, “Luckily, this cave is quite 



secluded and no outsiders came barging in these couple of days. None of the monster beasts discovered 

this place, either. We can rest easy now that you’ve broken through!” 

 

Jack nodded. “I’ve broken through… I’ve finally broken through into the First-grade ultimate god level. It 

took such a long time mainly because this new martial art technique is completely different from the 

previous ones and is slightly complicated. Otherwise, it wouldn’t take such a long period of time!” 

 

“You’re right. The first attempt would surely take up a large chunk of time. Future training might be 

much better!” encouraged Selena with a smile. 

 

Unexpectedly, a wave of horrendous fluctuation spread from another direction before it was quickly 

retrieved at this moment. 

 

Jack and the others were delighted when they looked to the source of the fluctuation, noticing that it 

was Nash White to have broken through. 

 

“Amazing! Father, you’re also a master in the ultimate god-level now!” beamed the elated Jack. 


